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ABSTRACT: - This paper presents an ontology-driven workflow that feeds and queries a data warehouse on the

Web enable data. Data are extracted from data tables in Web documents. As web documents are very
heterogeneous in nature, a key issue in this workflow is the ability to assess the reliability of retrieved data. We
first recall the main steps of our method to annotate and query Web data tables driven by domain ontology. Then
we propose a clustering based generic method to assess data reliability from a set of criteria using the theory of
belief functions. Customizable criteria and insightful decisions are provided.. Finally, we show how we extend the
workflow to integrate the reliability assessment step.
Keywords --- Clustering Algorithm; Aggregation

I.INTRODUCTION
The huge amount of technical and scientific documents available on the Web includes many data tables. In
addition to local data sources, they represent big potential external data sources for the data warehouse of a company
dedicated to a given domain of application. To lighten the burden laid upon domain experts when selecting data
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from the data warehouse for a particular application, it is necessary to give them indicative reliability evaluations. In
this paper, we present a framework to estimate the reliability of data tables collected from the Web. Compared to
more ad-hoc estimation, the presented generic method can give insights to the expert as to why a particular data
table is tagged as reliable or not reliable. Due to its generic nature, this method can be reused in other data
warehouses using the semantic web recommended languages. Reliability estimation is an essential part of the
Semantic Web architecture, and many research works [1] focus on issues such as source authentification, reputation,
etc. For example, [2] advocates a multi- faceted approach to trust models. They propose an OWL based ontology of
trust related concepts. The idea is to provide systems using the annotation power of a user community to collect
information about reliability. Our approach is different, as we do not rely on users but rather on information about
the Web data table origins to compute reliability estimations. Among methods proposing solutions to evaluate trust
or data quality in web applications, the method presented in [3] is close to the method presented in the paper. It uses
possibility theory evidence theory, whereas we base our method on evidence theory. Another difference is that in
our approach global information is obtained by a fusion of multiple uncertainty models, while in [3] global
information results from the propagation of uncertainty models through a aggregation function. Each method has its
pro and cons: it is easier to integrate interactions between criteria in aggregation functions, while it is easier to
retrieve explanations of the final result in our approach. In this paper, we details our method and its integration in
@Web, along with the whole workflow used in @Web. The current version of @Web (see [4, 5]), a Web enabled
data warehouse, has been implemented using the W3C recommended languages (see [6] for details about these
languages): OWL to represent the domain ontology, RDF to annotate Web tables and SPARQL to query annotated
Web tables. We first recall in Section 2 the purpose and architecture of the data warehouse. Section 3 details the
proposed method to assess Web data table reliability. In Section 4, we show how this reliability assessment is
presented and explained to the user. Finally, in Section 5, we explain how Web is extended to implement the
reliability management.
A. Web presentation
Web is a data warehouse opened on the Web [4, 5] centered (in its current version)on the integration of
heterogeneous data tables extracted from Web documents. The focus has been put on Web tables for two reasons: (i)
experimental data are often summarized in tables, (ii) table structured data are easier to integrate than, e.g., in text or
plots. The main steps of Web table integration are summarised in Fig. 1. A central role in data integration in @Web
is played by the domain ontology. This ontology describes the concepts, their relations and the associated
terminology of a given application domain. @Web can therefore be instantiated for any application domains (e.g.,
food predictive microbiology, food chemical risks, aeronautics [5]), provided a proper domain ontology is defined.
Once the ontology is built, @Web workflow includes the different steps shown in Fig. 1 to integrate new data in the
warehouse. Concepts found in a data table and semantic relations linking these concepts are automatically identified.
Data tables are then annotated with the identified concepts, allowing users to interrogate and query the data
warehouse in an homogeneous way.
B. Web generic ontology
The current OWL ontology representation used in the Web system is composed of two main parts: a
generic part, called core ontology, which contains the structuring concepts of the Web table integration task, and a
specific part, commonly called domain ontology, which contains the concepts specific to the considered domain.
The core ontology is composed of symbolic concepts, numeric concepts and relations between these concepts. It is
separated from the definition of the concepts and relations specific to a given domain, i.e., the domain ontology. All
the ontology concepts are materialized by OWL classes. For example, in the microbiological ontology, the
respectively symbolic and numeric concepts Microorganism and pH are represented by OWL classes, respectively
subclass of the generic classes Symbolic Concept and Numeric Concept.

II.RELATED WORK
Estimating data reliability is a major issue for many scientists, as these data are used in further inferences.
During collection, data reliability is mostly ensured by measurement device calibration, by adapted experimental
design and by statistical repetition. However, full traceability is no longer ensured when data are reused at a later
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time by other scientists. If a validated physical model exists and data values fall within the range of the model
validated domain, then data reliability can be assessed by comparing data to the model predictions. However, such
models are not always available and data reliability must then be estimated by other means. This estimation is
especially important in areas where data are scarce and difficult to obtain (e.g., for economical or technical reasons),
as it is the case, for example, in Life Sciences. The growth of the web and the emergence of dedicated data
warehouses offer great opportunities to collect additional data, be it to build models or to make decisions. The
reliability of these data depends on many different aspects and meta-information: data source, experimental
protocol, developing generic tools to evaluate this reliability represents a true challenge for the proper use of
distributed data.
In classical statistical procedures, a preprocessing step is generally done to remove outliers. In procedures
using web facilities and data warehouses, this step is often omitted. The method presented here answers these needs,
by addressing two issues: first we propose a generic approach to evaluate global reliability from a set of criteria,
second we consider the problem of ordering the reliability assessments so that they are presented in a useful manner
to the end-users. Indeed, the goal of the present work is to propose a partly automatic decision-support system to
help in a data selection process. As evaluating data reliability is subject to some uncertainties, we propose to model
information by the means of evidence theory, for its capacity to model uncertainty and for its richness in fusion
operators. Each criterion value is related with a reliability assessment by the means of fuzzy sets latter transformed
in basic belief assignments, for the use of fuzzy sets facilitates expert elicitation. Fusion is achieved by a
compromise rule that both copes with conflicting information and provides insights about conflict origins. Finally,
interval valued evaluations based on lower and upper expectation notions are used to numerically summaries the
results, for their capacity to reflect the imprecision (through interval width) in the final knowledge. As an application
area, we focus on Life Science and on reliability evaluation of experimental data issued from arrays in electronic
documents. Section II explains what we understand by reliability and discusses related notions and works. Section
III is dedicated. to an analysis of the information available to infer data reliability (with a focus on experimental
data). Section IV describes the method used to model this information and to merge the different criteria using
evidence theory. Section V addresses the question of data ordering by groups of decreasing reliability and
subsequently the presentation of informative results to end-users. Section VI is devoted to the practical
implementation of the approach to the case of the @Web data warehouse [2], [3]. It also presents a use case in the
field of predictive microbiology.

III.METHOD OF PROCESS
Generic combined with clustering s are efficient search methods based on principles of natural selection
and population genetics. They use randomized operators operating on a population of candidate solutions to generate
a new population of candidates in the search space (Goldberg [8]). For any GA, a chromosome representation is
needed to describe each individual in the population of interest. Each individual or chromosome is made up of a
sequence of genes from a certain alphabet. Though the alphabet was limited to binary digits in Holland's original
design [13], other very useful problem-specific representations of an individual or Chromosome for function
optimization has also been proposed. GAs can search the solution space for optimal solutions very efficiently by
using evaluation and genetic operator functions to maintain the useful schema in the population. For example, in a
chromosome with a binary string representation of length eight, the string 101#####, where the # represents a "wild
card", either 0 or 1, is a schema. Other types of schema are possible also. Individuals exhibiting a schema which
results in higher fitness will have a higher probability of survival by the selection process in each generation and
thereby will have a higher probability of being selected for mating and generating offspring which are likely to
exhibit the same schema. (Mating is accomplished by the crossover operator function, in which the pair of mating
chromosomes exchanges substrings to produce a pair of offspring.) The new offspring usually include improved
solutions since they tend to inherent the good schema, i.e., the good schema persist in the population over multiple
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generations. This has been discussed in detail by Michalewicz [18]. This section provides only a brief introduction
of GAs; interested readers are referred to the excellent book by Goldberg [8].
A. GA Representation for Integer Reliability Problems
For a chromosome we use a vector of m integer numbers to represent the redundancy of the m subsystems.
For instance, the chromosome 23341 represents a system with five subsystems, the first of which contains two
elements, the second subsystem three elements, etc. The most interesting aspect of evolution (which includes
reproduction, crossover and mutation etc.) is that of natural selection, which can be accomplished by the following
steps:
Step 1. Randomly generate a population of chromosomes.
Step 2. Evaluate the fitness function for each individual in the population.
Step 3. If the stopping criteria have been achieved, then stop; else, go to the Step 4.
Step 4. Perform reproduction, crossover and mutation within the population.
Step 5. Form the new generation from the individuals resulting from Step 4. Go to Step 2.
A specified number of individuals in the initial population are randomly generated, after deciding upon an upper
limit ci on the number of elements in each subsystem i (Such an upper limit can always be computed based upon the
constraints, if no priori estimate is available.) Typically, GAs evaluate individuals in the population by a so-called
"fitness function" which is a composite of both the objective value (in this case, system reliability) and the penalty
arising from the violation of constraints. In this paper, the fitness is defined as follows.
If one or more of the three constraints have been violated
Then Fitness=0
Else
Fitness=Objective value
End
The genetic operators include crossover and mutation. In Figure 4, the crossover point was randomly
selected and the offspring generated by swapping the partial strings of parent 1 and parent 2. In the mutation
operation, each individual's chromosome is mutated with a specified small, but positive, probability. A gene within
the string is randomly selected to be mutated, and the selected gene's new value randomly selected within a range
from 1 to the upper limit for redundancy of elements in the associated subsystem. For example, in Figure 4 two
parents (23241 and 31422) are selected, and the third gene of the strings was selected for crossover, yielding the
strings 32422 and 31241. With a specified probability, the resulting children are selected for mutation. In this case,
the third gene of child 1 was selected to be mutated, and the new value, 1, was randomly generated for this gene,
yielding the string 23122. That is, the number of the elements in the third subsystem has been decreased from 4 to 1
by the mutation operation.

IV.EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We conducted experiments to evaluate the presented concepts for a clustering based generic of our query
execution approach. For our tests we adopt the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [10]. The BSBM executes a
mix of 12 SPARQL queries over generated sets of RDF data; the datasets are scalable to different sizes based on a
scaling factor. Using these datasets we set up a Web Enabled dataserver6 which publishes the generated data
following the Web Enabled data principles. With this server we simulate the Web of in our experiments. To measure
the impact of URI perfecting and of our iterate paradigm extension we use the SWClLib to execute the BSBM query
mix over the simulated Web. For this evaluation we adjust the SPARQL queries provided by BSBM in order to
access our simulation server. We conduct our experiments on an Intel Core 2 Duo T7200 processor with 2 GHz, 4
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MB L2 cache, and 2 GB main memory. Our test system runs a recent 32 bit version of Gentoo Linux with Sun Java
1.6.0. We execute the query mix for datasets generated with scaling factors of 10 to 60; these datasets have sizes of
4,999 to 26,108 triples, respectively. For each dataset we run the query mix 6 times where the first run is for warm
up and is not considered for the measures. Figure 6(a) depicts the average times to execute the query mix with three
different implementations of SWClLib: i) without URI perfecting, ii) with perfecting, and iii) with the extended
integrators that postpone the processing of input solutions. As can be seen from the measures URI perfecting
reduces the query execution times to about 85%; our non-blocking integrators even halve the time.

Fig.1

Fig.2

The chart in Figure puts the measures in relation to the time it takes to execute the query mixes without the
need to retrieve data from the Web. We obtained this optimum by executing each query twice over a shared dataset;
we measured the second executions which did not require to look up URIs because all data has already been
retrieved in the first pass. These measures represent only the time to actually evaluate the queries as presented in
Section 3. Hence, these times are a lower bound for possible optimizations to the integrator-based execution of our
approach to query the Web of Linked Data. Using this lower bound we calculate the times required for data retrieval
in the three implementations. These times are the differences between execution times measured for the three
implementations and the lower bound, respectively. Figure depicts these numbers which illustrate the significant
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impact of the possibility to postpone the processing of certain input solutions in our non-blocking iterators. The
chart additionally illustrates that the data retrieval times compared to the whole query execution time decreases for
larger datasets, in particular in the case of the non-blocking iterates.
V.CONCLUSION
This paper considers three typical types of reliability problems, which include the series system, the seriesparallel system, and the complex (bridge) system. The objective of these problems is to maximize the system
reliability subject to various nonlinear constraints. Unlike most well-known heuristic methods, GAs are able to solve
both integer reliability problems and mixed-integer reliability problems. Furthermore, their applicability is not
limited to series-parallel systems. As shown in the previous section, the optimal solutions (except for problem P2a)
by GAs are all superior to or tie the best solutions by other well-known heuristic methods for both integer reliability
problems (in which component reliabilities are given and redundancy allocation is to be decided) and mixedinteger
reliability problems (in which both the component reliabilities and redundancy allocation are to be decided
simultaneously). In agreement with the success of numerous applications of GAs in various other classes of
problems, our limited experience with these reliability problems has shown that GAs are very competitive with other
heuristic methods. They are especially appropriate for design of nonstandard series-parallel systems. In addition, as
reported in this paper, the multiple solutions found by the GA sometimes vary significantly in the component
reliabilities and/or redundancy allocation for systems. This 15 offers the design engineer a variety of options from
which to choose with negligible differences in the system reliability
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